LIGNET's 2014 Global Forecast

Global events happening this year will radically alter the military, political, and economic landscape as we know it. Are YOU prepared to weather this new geopolitical storm?
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LIGNET from Newsmax — a globally recognized intelligence and forecasting online service prepared by former CIA analysts, national security officers, ex-ambassadors, top reporters, and presidential advisers — has just published a new series of Special Reports: 2014 LIGNET Global Forecast.

This timely forecast and analysis of the planet’s geopolitical, economic, military, and energy landscape can help you understand and navigate the sea changes in store for the U.S. and the world in 2014.

In 2014 LIGNET Global Forecast, you will discover:

- How Barack Obama’s lack of leadership puts global security in peril.
- Whether 2014 will be the year that America’s economic woes finally come to an end.
- How to profit from America’s new oil boom now that U.S. oil production has surpassed Saudi Arabia’s.
- The coming global fallout from China’s insatiable appetite for natural resources.
- Could Shinzo Abe’s economic policies in Japan lead to a worldwide currency war?
- The growth of al-Qaeda in the Middle East and Africa: an escalating threat to America’s safety.
- How U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan will affect Pakistan and Central Asia.
- What we can expect from Kurdish separatists this year.
- Assessing the probability of an economic collapse in China — and what it means to America’s economy.
- Will John Kerry’s peace process for Israel and Palestine unravel at the seams?
- The continuing ramifications of the Snowden leaks on cyber security and U.S. intelligence.
- Wild-card leaders: the awful truth about Kim Jong Un and Vladimir Putin.

Please note: These Special Reports will be available to LIGNET members only.
Due to the timely and critical information to be discussed, LIGNET is extending a special, limited-time offer to those interested in downloading the report series.

Join LIGNET for a 30-day trial period for just one dollar — and you will get the 2014 LIGNET Global Forecast as well as LIGNET’s critical analyses and intelligence reports from around the world.

Get a LIGNET membership and read the entire LIGNET Global Forecast special report series for $1 — Go Here Now

Once you sign up, you can access this series of reports immediately.

You’ll get an insider assessment of the economic, military, and political implications for the United States posed by events unfolding in the Middle East, Africa, Asia, and Europe.

You will never watch a program like this on CNN, MSNBC, or Fox News.

Events that may change the world could happen soon.

Be prepared and be the first to know how you can protect your wealth.

We strongly encourage you to join LIGNET for this urgent forecast.

Test Drive the FULL Power of LIGNET.com and Gain Access to
The LIGNET Global Forecast Series for Just $1 — Sign Up Below.

And there are many other benefits to joining LIGNET.

Once you join LIGNET for ONLY $1, you immediately become part of an exclusive network of global readers who are seeking the best available, actionable intelligence from some of the most well-informed people on the planet.

LIGNET provides 24/7 coverage of world events, giving in-depth reports with unbiased analyses, written by seasoned intelligence and security experts — including former CIA Director Gen. Michael Hayden, other senior CIA officials and operatives, presidential advisors, ambassadors, international intelligence veterans, and other experts.

LIGNET offers members exclusive access to behind-the-scenes information that empowers individuals, investors, corporations, and governments who want the tools and knowledge to make better decisions in their global activities.

Former CIA Director Gen. Michael Hayden says:

"LIGNET is a powerful tool for decision-makers and others who need to understand our world, as it is today and how it will be in the future. LIGNET provides you expert intelligence, insight and forecasting for today’s rapidly changing world."

As an exclusive LIGNET member and subscriber you will receive:

- Inside and penetrating reports before (or even if) they hit tomorrow’s headlines
- Access to LIGNET’s The Daily Brief delivered straight to your inbox
- Special LIGNET Urgent Action Reports sent when a global crisis develops
- LIGNET’s special video briefings from senior intelligence experts
- Critical analyses of global markets and financial situations with accurate forecasting and geopolitical relevance
- Special security incident reports and global security analyses, helping to protect you and your assets in strategically important countries and regions
- Exclusive access to a world-class intelligence team headed by CIA veteran Jack Caravelli and LIGNET’s international advisory board including former CIA operatives, ambassadors, international intelligence experts, former congressmen, and many others

Knowledge is power, but only if you access it. Simply fill out the information below to unlock the world of LIGNET.
Quick Response Bonus: the LIGNET Geopolitical Index Map

Reply to this special $1 offer today and you get an additional quick-response bonus: Full Interactive Access to LIGNET's Geopolitical Index Map. This colorful map identifies locations of risks and opportunities across the globe at the click of a button.

Sign Up Now for $1!

Yes, I want to become a trial member of LIGNET immediately! I will gain full access to LIGNET's intelligence and forecasting resources. I'll also be able to view LIGNET's exclusive special report series 2014 LIGNET Global Forecast and access LIGNET's Geopolitical Index Map.

I understand I will pay just $1 for a 30-day trial. If I like LIGNET I do nothing. At the end of my trial membership, I will be automatically renewed for an annual membership and my credit/debit card on file will be charged $499 (just pennies a day) for one-year unrestricted access to LIGNET. If I want to cancel, I will contact LIGNET within the 30-day trial membership period, and my card will not be charged. I may cancel by contacting customer service at 1-888-766-7542, or by email at support@LIGNET.com.

I understand I will get a FREE instant access to the 2014 LIGNET Global Forecast Series and unlimited use of LIGNET's Geopolitical Index Map.

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed. There is no risk, because I may cancel at any time for a full refund of the unused portion of my membership.

For multiple user accounts, corporate and embassy rates please call 888-766-7542 for details.
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